Namias, Jerome 1910-1997

Jerome Namias Films & Recordings, 1972, 1977

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Four 16mm films; one 5 inch open reel tape; 1 16mm magnetic soundtrack

DESCRIPTION: Four 16mm films, mostly on weather forecasting, "Long Range Weather Forecasting." One audio recording, "Lip Sync Sound Track Recorded On UHER 1000 Report Pilot," on reel to reel tape, and one 16mm magnetic soundtrack.

Namias – Roll A
Unknown date
16mm = mov005059

Namias – Roll B
Unknown date
16mm = mov005060

Namias – Master Copy
16mm = mov005061

Long Range Weather Forecasting
July 28, 1972
16mm, B&W, silent, workprint = mov005062
16mm magnetic film soundtrack = mov005063
5” reel-to-reel = aud005125

In the video portion Jerome Namias is giving a talk (silent, no audio), sitting at a table, referring to notes and pointing to illustrations on a blackboard. The audio portion for this film is called “Lip Sync Sound Track Recorded On UHER 1000 Report Pilot” on the original box container. Both the audio and video portions were never matched up, plus the film was shot in reverse image. Most likely a project that Namias was working on but never finished.